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H:本川村， A:吾北村伊野町， Hi: 








ジェ}ン台風 1950 1/110 (大阪) 2.4 m 13時 3 X 1020 ergfsec 
伊勢湾台風 1959 1/24 (愛知，三重) 3.6 m 21時30分 30 H 
第二室戸台風 1961 1/375 (大阪) 2.5 m 13時 30 " 
10号台風 1970 1/298 (高知) 2.4 m 8時 2.8 " 
ぷ仁3、 風 48 990人 38，737棟 0.026 
大 雨 250 1，900 15，340 0.124 
強 風 雨 41 79 792 0.100 
雷 雨 78 9 257 0.035 
強 風 128 45 876 0.051 
たつまき・突風 59 2 263 0.008 






































































数|死者数(D)I事警議(H) I D/H 
























1950 52 58 62 54 56 
Time in years 












56 58 60 62 
Ti門1eIn years 
初 72 74 
図 1 台風災害のM/W値の年平均の経年変化
M:公共土木施設被害額(億円， 1970年価格換算)








1956 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 
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RELATION OF IMPACT OF NATURAL EVENT TO DAMAGE CAUSED AND 
ITS MODIFYING F ACTORS 
Takeshi Mizutani* 
Comprehensive Urban Studies， No. 11， 1980， pp. 9-18 
The relationship between the intensity of a natural event and the amount of damage caused is 
analyzed using macroscopic statistical data. A linear relation between the intensity and damage caused 
does not always exist since there are many general factors which intervene in the processes from the 
time of impact of the natural event to the occurrence of damage. Such factors are locality (regionality 
of natural and social characteristics)， time (human behavior at the time of impact)， period (secular 
change of socioeconomic factors) and kind of secondary event. 
A clear correlation is recognized between the annual number of deaths due to heavy rain and 
the total amount of annual precipitation. There is a significant regional difference in the critical 
amount of daily rainfall which causes flood disaster. The degrees of human life IOS8 due to typhoon 
and landslide differ by time and by locality which affect the execution of emergency evacuation. When 
disasters strike during late night or early morning hours the degree is high， and when during daytime 
or early evening the degree is low. The ratio of the number of 1ives lost in a typhoon landed during 
daytime or early evening to the power of the typhoon at landing time has remained fairly constant 
value since 1961. On the other hand， the ratio of the amount of damage of public facilitie8 to the 
power of typhoon shows a remarkable increasing tendency. 
* National Research Center for Disaster Prevention 
